
“Disaster beyond a Disaster” 
 
Every couple dreams that their wedding will go perfectly.  My biggest concern was always 
making sure my family in India could experience our wedding festivities in full via the video.   
I had been referred to Everlasting Moments by a friend who was also using them for her 
wedding in 2013, my friend was very insistent on how amazing they were and how well they 
treated her.   
I went in for my initial consultation and met with Paunch and Nina who were very nice and 
insistent that they would be the best people to film our wedding.   
 
I expressed my genuine concerns and advised them that I wanted to ensure that specific 
moments were captured throughout the wedding and reception and provided detailed 
information on this.  They assured me that all of the notes and comments I had provided 
would be relayed to the videographers and everything would be a smooth and seamless 
process.   
The time arrived for our big day and the videographers were there as promised taking 
footage of all key moments.  
I must say the same day edit that was shown in our reception was quite impressive which 
made a bench mark standard for things to follow: How wrong were we! 
 
Below is a summary of just some of the things that turned out to be a disaster pre / post 
wedding: 
 

 During the wedding part, the video recorder was left on a stand unattended. This 
resulted in key moments not been captured due to people standing in front of the 
camera so all you see are the back of peoples head, even at one point the video man 
himself was standing right in front of his own camera for over 9 mins..!!! 
 

 Signed contract states work to be completed within 6 months of the wedding ending 
completed 1 year and 2 months after. 
 

 Due to internal disputes with the video editor and Paunch a new video editor was 
put on our case – this resulting in very bad footage as he/she was not at any function 
so was not aware of who key family members were and omitted them for our 
footage 
 

 We had to go thru over 12 DVD’s four times and note down timings of key moments 
that we required in our final edit – this was done over 3 times due to simple errors 
they kept making  
 

 Over 5 missed call appointments with Paunch as he was deemed “busy” at the time 
of the pre-arranged calls 
 

 Emailed over seven 3 page word documents with required edits as so many mistakes 
made  
 



 We live in the UK so when we went back to Toronto for a trip to sort out the editing 
– 2 meetings were cancelled – when we did get into the studio the editor has not 
even made any corrections and we had to sit with him while he did them from our 
comments sheet – This happened twice 
 

 Received final draft of short edits – the voice sync was out on all discs – when asked 
do these not get checked before sending to customers – reply was no – they do not 
have time and it’s the customers responsibly  
 

 Refused to continue with any work until the final part of the balance was paid – We 
were hesitant due to the problems caused up to this point but paid as we were 
assured by Paunch that work would still be carried out until we are satisfied.  
 

 Did not have “stock” of custom DVD’s to burn our long / short edits even thou they 
knew when we were leaving to go back to the UK and had weeks and weeks’ notice  
 

 Jan 2014 we were asked for photos for our custom DVD’s, they made the cover and 
we confirmed all ok / March & July we were asked for this again – do the different 
departments not talk to each other! 
 

 All footage was stored on our personal hard drive we provided them. This caused 
problems as when we took our hard drive back and more corrections were required 
we had to go back and drop of our hard drive.  
 

  Signed contract has short edit to be also provided on Blu Ray, we had to chase for 
this over 6 times before they advised us they could not provide this as quote “we no 
longer provide the service” – Instead offered footage as Apple High Resolution 
 

 The title of this review is words quoted from my last call with Paunch who made us 
feel all the problems we encountered was our fault. The cost of the project for 
Everlasting Moments was more than the amount we paid them as advised by Paunch 
which seems to anger him in helping us any further.  

 
 
 
 
 


